Text used: Hal Leonard Guitar Method Book 1
Equipment: Guitar, Picks, guitar tuner, extra strings

**Weeks 1-4**

Identifying the parts of the guitar, how to hold the pick, tune guitar, read TAB, musical notation and chord charts
4 Finger- Walk exercise for warm up
Learning Famous ‘Riffs’ from TAB: Smoke on The Water, Wild Thing, Summer Lovin’
Seventh Nation Army, Satisfaction, Sunshine of Your Love
First Position Chords: A, E, D, C, G
Basic strumming patterns in: Whole notes, Quarter notes, eight notes.
Notes on 1st string E, Hal Leonard Book
Songs covered: Blues in A, Blues in E

**Weeks 5-9**

Strumming patterns focusing on various down-up patterns
Chords: Amin, Dmin, Emin, G7, D7
Songs covered: Stand by Me, Hey Jude, Seventh Nation Army

**Weeks 10-15**

Advanced strumming patterns, riffs
Notes on the 3rd string G : Hal Leonard book
Chords: A7, E7, B7
Songs covered: Summertime, Havana by Camila Cabello, Thinking Out Loud by Ed Sheeran, other songs according to class interest